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Abstract



1



This demonstration introduces new ways for exploring Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) that contain 3D scientiﬁc data sets obtained by simulation. In order to make decisions accordingly to their collective knowledge and understanding of the simulation, the users must collaborate and share experiences and comments. We provide tools to enable a good coordination between the users, and to make each user aware of the activity of others. Each user can navigate within the CVE: change her own position, orientation and scale. Each user can also add annotations within the virtual universe. We propose several 3D layouts for the presentation of the data, associated with different 3D navigation tools. Consequently, the user can explore the data accoording to various parameters such as time or temperature. Last we propose a new 3D interaction tool, called 2D Cursor / 3D Pointer, dedicated to selection and manipulation of 3D objects, and application control. This 2D cursor is associated with a 3D geometry in order to make people aware of the activity of the users who are using this tool.



We want to use Virtual Reality techniques for collaborative visualization of 3D scientiﬁc data sets, to propose new ways to explore Collaborative Virtual Environments. Our goal is to allow several experts to examine scientiﬁc data sets. These experts must collaborate in order to make decisions thanks to the sharing of their knowledge, experience and understanding of the simulation. The data sets used for this demonstration are 3D temperature isosurfaces or 3D temperature axial slice cuts, given at several simulation steps, and timestamped from the beginning of the simulation to a time when the simulation does not evolve any longer.



2 2.1



Context and goals



Exploration Awareness of other users



People sharing a CVE need to be aware of the activity of other users [Fraser, M. et al. 1999], in order to help them to understand the evolution of the CVE and to collaborate more efﬁciently with the other users. Showing the activity of the other users is a crucial factor for an efﬁcient collaboration. This is why each user of our CVE is associated with a 3D avatar: a worker with a colored helmet (for the snapshots, the users are also wearing a real colored helmet). In the same way, we visualize the tools each user is manipulating for 3D interaction within the CVE.



CR Categories: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI)]: Multimedia Information Systems—Artiﬁcial, augmented, and virtual realities; I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—Interaction techniques Keywords: 3D Interaction, Collaborative Virtual Environments, 3D Scientiﬁc Visualization
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Navigation and coordination



† e-mail:



We allow each user to navigate within the CVE: each user can change her position, her orientation and her scale. We provide tools to allow a good coordination between the users, and to make each user aware of the activity of other users: a user can watch other users work, a user can also join another user, ask for help, or grab another user to show her something. As described in [Mine et al. 1997] and [Duval and Chauffaut 2006], the interaction tools are used within the frame of the user (her position, orientation and scale), they navigate and change scale with her. Each user owns a 3D map of the world, which is a scalable World In Miniature [Stoakley et al. 1995] that can be useful for navigation, and within which the user can see the evolution of the virtual world, including the navigation and interactions of other users.
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2.3



3D layouts for 3D scientiﬁc data sets



within the VE, which is another way to provide a new position and orientation to this object. Last, this tool can simply be used as a classical 2D cursor to trigger some elements of a 3D GUI carried by the user, in order to control the state of the application.



We propose several 3D layouts for the presentation of the scientiﬁc data sets, allowing to merge all the data at the same point or dispatching the data all over the 3D virtual world. Each kind of layout is associated with dedicated 3D widgets allowing to explore the data sets either according to a temporal dimension, or to a temperature dimension, or to a geometrical dimension (for the data axial slice cuts along the X, Y and Z axis).



Hand [Hand 1997] separates virtual interactions into 3 categories: 3D interaction (selection and manipulation), navigation and application control. Here we see that this new tool, carried by the user, is well suited for these three kinds of interactions.



When the data sets are merged in a multidimensional “switch”, the navigation tools can be implemented for example as 3D sliders allowing to change the value of a parameter (time, temperature, X, Y or Z value). In this case, all the users share the same view of the merged data sets: the currently selected data set. When the data sets are dispatched all over the world, the navigation tools can be some landmarks associated with each data, leading to another data linked to it according to the variation of a parameter (time, temperature, X, Y or Z value). In the latter case, each user can navigate freely and independently from other users all over the world. This is the situation where coordination tools are the most useful when some users want to meet somewhere.



2.4



Figure 2: On the left we see the “Blue” user’s viewpoint: “Blue” user is ready to select a 3D slider with her blue 2D Cursor, she sees the green 3D Pointer of “Green” user ready to select another slider. On the right we see the “Green” user’s viewpoint, which is quite symmetric to “Blue” user’s viewpoint.



3D data annotation



Each user can create annotations, global to the world or associated with a particular data, in order to share information with other users. These annotations can be used by other users when they explore the world to see what is interesting in some point of the universe. The annotations are currently implemented as interactive viewpoints: a user can switch from a viewpoint to another one, choosing either to explore only the viewpoints created by a particular user or to explore all viewpoints.
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Description of the 2D Cursor / 3D Pointer



The 3D geometry of this cursor is a virtual ray, so other users are made aware of the moves of this 3D pointer in the same way they are made aware of the evolution of classical 3D interaction metaphors. The user only controls the 2D position of the closest ray end, and we compute the orientation of the ray so that its projection on the screen is always a point. This way, the user always feels that she is using a 2D Cursor while other users will see a 3D virtual ray (ﬁgure 2). So it is quite easy to use for the user, and quite easy to understand for the other users.
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Adequation of this tool to 3D interaction



This tool is efﬁcient for 3D object selection (for 3D annotation) and for viewpoint selection (for navigation) or for data sets exploration according to some parameters (by selecting a dedicated landmark). It is also efﬁcient for 3D manipulation like moving a 3D slider cursor, here again for data sets exploration. As the tool moves with the viewpoint when the user navigates, like in 3DM [Butterworth et al. 1992], an object that has been grabbed by this tool navigates also
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